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Abstract 
Argyros, I.K., On the convergence of some projection methods with perturbation, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 36 (1991) 255-258. 
We provide a general theorem for the convergence of some projection methods with perturbation under 
Zabrejko-Nguen-type assumptions. Our results extend and improve several situations already in the literature. 
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1. Introduction 
Let E be a Banach space, and let U(x,, R) denote the closed ball with center x,, E E and of 
radius R > 0 in E. Suppose that the operator F is defined on U( x,,, R) with values in E. 
Moreover, suppose that F is Frechet differentiable at every interior point of U(x,,, R) and that 
F satisfies the condition 
II P(J”(x + h) -F’(x)) II G+-, II h II>, x E uh,, R), 
O<r,<R, 0~ Ilhll <R-r. (1) 
Here A is a nonnegative continuous function of two variables such that if one of the variables is 
fixed, then A is a nondecreasing function of the other on the interval [0, R]. P is a projection 
operator in E such that P2 = P and P(x) = 0 implies x = 0. 
The approximations { x, }, n > 0, defined by 
X ??+I =x, +_Y,, PF’(x,)y, = -F(x,) + rn, r, E E, (2) 
are used to approximate a locally unique solution x* of the equation 
F(x) = 0 (3) 
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in U(x,, R), when P = Z (the identity operator in E) and A(r, t) = k( r)t, where k(r) is a 
nondecreasing function on [0, R]. (See, e.g., [l-3] and their references.) The results of these 
authors, however, have great theoretical value but little practical value, since if E is an 
infinite-dimensional space, then the iterates {x,,} given by (2) can rarely be computed. It may be 
difficult or impossible to compute the inverse of the linear operators F’(x~), n 2 0. It is easy to 
see, however, that the solution of (2) reduces to solving certain operator equations in the space 
E,,. If, moreover, Er is a finite-dimensional space of dimension N, we obtain a system of linear 
algebraic equations of at most order N. 
Finally, we show that when P = Z and the functions A, k are chosen appropriately, then our 
error estimates on the distances ]] x, - x * I], n 2 0, are better than the recent ones obtained in [l, 
p.3551. 
2. Existence theorems 
Throughout the paper the notation ]] . II will be used for the norm in all spaces involved. Then 
as in [l, Theorems l-31, we can show the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let {sn}, (pn}, (u,}, n 2 0, be real sequences, with s, > 0, PI, 2 0, a, > 0. Let { P, }, 
n a 0, be a sequence on [O, R), with p. = 0 and 
n 
P I?+1 G c+ n > 0. 
;=o 
Suppose that 1 - p. > 0 and that, for a given constant a > 1, the function 
+o(t):=ao,/‘A(R. p+8) do-- t(1 -pO) +s, 
0 
hasrootson [0, r) forsomep, rwith O<p<r<R. 
Assume that, for eoery n 2 0, the following conditions are satisfied: 
S” 
s A@, P,+O> d~+w., 
%O - P,) - (1 - PJ =z 0, 
where v,, = o,,,Ja,. Then 
(a) for every n, the equation 
+n ( t ) := au,u, 
/ 
‘A(R, p,+8)d&t(l-p,,)+sn=O 
0 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
has solutions in [0, R) and, denoting by t,* the least of them, we have 
:sr<t;; 
j=n 
(b) let {x,,}, n 2 0, be a sequence in a Banach space such that (I x,,+~ -x, II < s,. Then, it 
converges and, denoting its limit by x *, the error bounds 
/Ix* - x,,)I<t,* and I/x*-xX,+l//<fn*-s, (8) 
are true for all n 2 0; 
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(c) if there exists h E [0, R] such that 
+0,(h) G 0, 
then &,(t) has roots on [0, R). 
(9) 
Theorem 2. Let (1) hold. Assume that for s,, > 0, a, > 0, 0 < p. < 1 and a >, 1, (9) is true. Then, 
the function c$~O( t) defined by (4) has roots on [0, R]. Denote by t$ the least of them and suppose 
that to* < R, < R. 
Let s, > 0, pL, 2 0, a,, > 0, n 2 0, be such that lim inf a, > 0 and condition (6) is true for all 
n 2 0. Assume that, for all n > 0, 
II Y, II G s, G 0, II fIxJ II 00) 
and 
Then the sequence {x, }, n > 0, generated by (2) remains in U( x0, t,*) and converges to a solution 
x * of (3). Moreover, the error bounds (8) are true for all n > 0, where t,* is the least root in [0, R) 
of the equation $,(t) defined by (7), with p, = ]I x, - x0 ]I, n 2 0. 
Remarks. (a) In the special case when P = I and A( r, t) = k( r)t, our results can be reduced to 
the ones obtained in [l]. 
(b) Let P = I and define as in [l] the functions Go(t) and G,,(t) by 
Go(t) := aoo/‘(t - B)k(B) d0 - t(l - po) + so, 
0 
& ( t ) := au,u, 
J 
‘(t - e)k(p, + 0) dB - t(1 -/J,) + s,, 
0 
and assume that A can be chosen in such a way that 
4%(t) G GJt>. (12) 
Then under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and [l, Theorem 2, p.3551, using (12), we can easily 
show 
(/x* - x, 1) < t,* < m,*, n 2 0, 
and 
/lx* -x n+lj]<tn*-~,<mmn*-sn, n>,O, 
where by m,*, n > 0, we denote the least solutions of the equations 
&(t) =O, n>,O in [0, R). 
(c) Note that condition (5) seems complicated. However, as we mentioned above, following the 
proof of [l, Theorem 31 we can show Theorem 2. A consequence of that proof is that conditions 
(l), (6), (10) and (11) are true and so is condition (5). Moreover, it turns out that in most 
problems the sequences appearing in (5) can be selected so that condition (5) is satisfied even if 
condition (10) (or condition (11)) is not satisfied, as the following example shows. Let us choose 
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E=R, F-(x)=x-x2, P = I, x,, = 0.01 and R = 0.12. Consider the Newton approximations 
given by 
x2;+1 = 
&gl and x2i+2 = ixkf’ for all i >, 0. (13) 
Definethesequences{s,},{p~},{~~},{un}and{u,}foralln>,Obys,=~x,+,-x,~,p,=0, 
P n+* = Cy=lJ sjT Pn = 0.5, a,, = u,, = 1, and the numbers p, a, h by 
P = 0, a=1 and h=0.118. 
Also define the function A appearing in (1) by A( u, w) = 2 1 w 1 for all nonnegative numbers u 
and w. The solution of (4) in [0, R) is t* = 0.117712434. It is now simple calculus to show that 
all hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Therefore the sequence given by (13) converges to a 
zero x * = 0 of the equation F(x) = 0 so that the error bounds (8) are satisfied. Finally note, for 
example, that condition (10) is not true but condition (5) is. 
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